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Chicago Transit Authority
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To: Co-chairman, Interstate Transfer Implementation Committee

From: Chairman, Public Transportation Subcommittee

Re: Revised Report of the Public Transportation Subcommittee

Herewith presented, as requested of the Public Transportation
Subcommittee, is our report showing alternative transportation pro-
gram.s based on two different levels of funding. It should be
understood, however, that much must still be done regarding preliminary
engineering and alternatives analyses on a number of the projects be-
fore their costs can be more accurately shown and their scopes more
clearly defined. In part, this accounts for the Subcommittee select-
ing the narrative style for the report.
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Committee
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BACKGROUND

On November 13, 1979, the report of the Public Transportation

Subcommittee was presented to the Implementation Committee. This report

identified 13 projects to be considered for inclusion in the transit

portion of the Interstate Transfer Program for the City of Chicago.

Listed below are the projects, category assignments, and cost ranges.

A detailed description of each project was included in the report.

Cost

$(000,000)

A - IMMEDIATE ACTION PROJECTS

ARTICULATED BUSES, PURCHASE OF 25.5

CTA WINTERIZATION 16.3

HOWARD-DAN RYAN THROUGH ROUTE AND CAPACITY IMPROVEMENTS 25-110

LIGHTING/SECURITY (city portion) 50-65

LOOP "L" 80-300

PEDESTRIAN PASSAGEWAYS (CBD) 20

RAILROAD (COMMUTER) STRUCTURES 20-40

SOUTHWEST CORRIDOR 35-365

SUBWAY BEAUTIFICATION AND NOISE ABATEMENT 20

B - NEW ALIGNMENTS REQUIRING FURTHER STUDY

DAN RYAN EXTENSIONS East 60

West (city portion) 135

JACKSON PARK/SOUTH CHICAGO TRANSIT IMPROVEMENT 140

RIVERBANK LINE 90-160

SOUTH LAKEFRONT 300-360
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At the meeting the Implementation Committee asked the Public
Transportation Subcommittee to review the projects that were proposed
and develop fiscally constrained alternatives. Additionally, the
Subcommittee was to develop its alternatives in two program levels
for public transit: one based on 70% and one based on 50% of the $1,117
billion Interstate Transfer funds available to the City of Chicago.
Thus, alternative programs were to be developed based on funding levels
of $780M and $560M respectively.

The subcommittee reconvened on November 14, 19 and 21. Before
selecting alternatives, certain assumptions that had been made were
reviewed, and modifications were made to some of the project proposals.
The assumptions and modifications are as follows:

1. All projects listed under Category A - Immediate Action
Projects, should be funded at least at a minimum level before
funding any project under Category B - New Alignments Requir-
ing Further Study.

2. Certain projects under "Category A" will be included for
funding at levels which do not change from alternative to
alternative. These projects, and their scopes, represent
minimum levels of effort and are referred to as the "base".
These projects are:

Cost

$(000,000)

25.5

16.3

110

43

80

20

20

20

ARTICULATED BUSES (already funded by IDOT)

CTA WINTERIZATION (already funded by UMTA & IDOT)

HOWARD-DAN RYAN THROUGH ROUTE AND CAPACITY IMPROVEMENTS

LIGHTING/SECURITY (Security portion)

LOOP "L" (Rehabilitation level of work)

PEDESTRIAN PASSAGEWAYS (CBD)

RAILROAD (COMMUTER) STRUCTURES

SUBWAY BEAUTIFICATION AND NOISE ABATEMENT

$334.8=$335
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Thus, the base in all alternatives is $335 million.

3. More recent information made available from the Southwest
Corridor Alternatives Analysis study, currently in progress,
indicates that in rapid transit options considering a new

CBD entry (use of other than the Loop "L"), the site of
LaSalle Street Station is much more promising than that of
Randolph Street Station in terms of total route patronage.
Further, construction to LaSalle Street Station rather than
Randolph Street Station is estimated to represent a savings
of $11 OM, i.e. $356M vs. $475M total project cost. For

these reasons, the subcommittee recommends that the two rapid
transit alternatives to be considered be use of the Loop "L"

and operation to LaSalle Street Station. Because both of

these rapid transit alternatives are so close in cost esti-

mates ($345M-365M), only the $365M amount is used for program-
ming in any alternative that includes rapid transit for the
Southwest Corridor.

4. For the Riverbank Line project, an additional scope will be

studied examining operation between Navy Pier and the north

end of Union Station only, at an estimated cost of $90M.

As stated in the Public Transportation Subcommittee report, regular
program funds which include UMTA Section 3 and Section 5 funds plus the

anticipated funds from the Energy Security Fund resulting from a tax on

windfall oil profits would be applied to CTA "maintenance" needs. The
Interstate Transfer Funds are best used for "improvement" or "expansion"
needs.

Program Level - $780,000,000 (70% Transit/30% Roads)

The replacement of the Loop elevated structure at $300+M and the

rail rapid transit alternative in the Southwest Corridor at $365M cannot

be accomplished in the same program while still meeting the first assump-

tion that all projects in the base will be funded. It is premature at

this time to select one major project or the other since much analysis
remains to be completed on both. The analysis of alternative modes and

alignments for the Southwest Corridor will not be completed for several

months. At this point in time, bus and rail appear to attract almost

the same patronage in the corridor. As for the Loop elevated project,
a detailed investigation of alternative benefits has not yet been

completed. Such a study will provide vital input to the decision on

whether to rehabilitate, renovate or replace the Loop elevated.

Bearing such concerns in mind, the following alternatives and their

associated costs could comprise a public transit program totaling approx-

imately $780,000,000,

Alternative I - Build SW Rail Rapid Transit (plus Base),

Alternative II - Replace Loop "L"; Build SW Busway (plus Base).

Alternative III - Build SW Busway; Renovate Loop "L" (plus Base).





Alternative I - Build SW Rail Rapid Transit

In this alternative, the base plus SW rail rapid transit add up
to $700M, leaving $80M that can be either allocated to expand the
scopes of base projects or go beyond the alternatives analysis stage
on a "B" project.

Base projects that have expandable scopes are:

Loop "L" : The base provides for $80M to cover rehabilitation.
If the scope were expanded by $70M from $80M to $150M, exten-
sive renovation work could be undertaken.

Lighting/Security : The base provides for security elements
at all City of Chicago rapid transit stations ($43M). The
security elements consist of: TV surveillance, two-way audio,
alarm bars, emergency phones, and integration of fire, intru-
sion and emergency alarms. It is estimated that for another
$10M modern lighting as well could be installed at all rapid
transit stations that do not currently have it or are funded
to have it installed. An additional $9M-$13M would fund the
work required to satisfy the legislation recently enacted to
provide protection for station (ticket) agents.

Subway Beautifi cation and Noise Abatement. Pedestrian Passage-
ways (CBDT^ Each of these projects is funded in the base at
$20M. The initial proposal of the Public Transportation
subcommittee was for a scope to be developed for each to match
the $20M funding level. It is possible to raise the threshold
on either or both of these to a higher amount.

Railroad (Commuter) Structures ; $20M (the amount allocated in
the base) will correct some of the most critical bridge problems:
more than $40M is needed to correct all needs.

Inclusion of a Category "B" project :

Rather than expand the scope of any of the base elements, it would
also be possible under Alternative I to fund certain new alignments.
Until feasibility studies have been completed on these projects, it is
not possible to recoimiend any particular one.

Obligation Schedule (to $700M in $000.000 's)

FY '79 ;80;82^ ;83 '84 '85 '86 '87

16.0 49.0 61.0 91.0 133.5 130.0 96.5 82.0 41.0

HPB/ml





Alternative II - Replace Loop "L"; Build SW Busway (70/30)

In this alternative the base plus a new Loop "L" and a SW busway

(funded with regular Interstate funds, not transfer funds) add up to

$555 million. With this alternative, not only would the expandable scope

base projects be expanded, but a commitment would be made to do one or

more "B" projects as well.

Base projects that have expandable scopes are:

Lighting/Security : The base provides for security elements at

all City of Chicago rapid transit stations ($43M). The security

elements consist of: TV surveillance, two-way audio, alarm bars,

emergency phones, and integration of fire, intrusion and emer-

gency alarms. It is estimated that for another $10M modern
lighting as well could be installed at all rapid transit stations

that do not currently have it or are funded to have it installed.

An additional $9M-$13M would fund the work required to satisfy

the legislation recently enacted to provide protection for

station (ticket) agents.

Subway Beautifi cation and Noise Abatement, Pedestrian Passage-

ways (CBPyi Each of these projects is funded in the base at

$20M. The initial proposal of the Public Transportation
subcommittee was for a scope to be developed for each to match

the $20M funding level. It is possible to raise the threshold

on either or both of these to a higher amount.

Railroad (Commuter) Structures : $20M (the amount allocated in

the base) will correct some of the most critical bridge problems;

more than $40M is needed to correct all needs.

Inclusion of a Category "B" Project(s) :

In addition to expanding the scope of any of the base elements, it

would also be possible under Alternative II to fund certain new align-

ments. Until feasibility studies have been completed on these projects,

it is not possible to recommend which particular one(s).

Obligation Schedule (to $555M in $000. 000' s)

FY '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87

16.0 45.5 57.0 74.0 99.5 91.5 70.0 67.5 34.0

HPB/ml





Alternative III - Build SW Busway; Renovate Loop "L" (70/30)

In this alternative, the existing "L" would be totally renovated

($150M total; net increase of $70M over rehabilitation) and an "Inter-

state" (regular funding, not transfer funds) SW busway would be built
in addition to the base. This adds up to $405M. $380M is left for both

expanding the scopes of expandable base projects and doing significant

work on the "B" projects (depending on the combinations of "B" work
chosen, two to three new alignments could be completed).

Base projects that have expandable scopes are:

Lighting/Security : The base provides for security elements

at all City of Chicago rapid transit stations ($43M). The

security elements consist of: TV surveillance, two-way audio,
alarm bars, emergency phones and integration of fire, intrusion,
and emergency alarms. It is estimated that for another $10M
modern lighting as well could be installed at all rapid transit
stations that do not currently have it or are funded to have it

installed. An additional $9M-$13M would fund the work required
to satisfy the legislation recently enacted to provide protec-
tion for station (ticket) agents.

Subway Beautification and Noise Abatement, Pedestrian Passage-

ways (CBPyi Each of these projects is funded in the base at
$20M. The initial proposal of the Public Transportation
subcommittee was for a scope to be developed for each to match

the $20M funding level. It is possible to raise the threshold
on either or both of them to a higher amount.

Railroad (Commuter) Structures : $20M (the amount allocated in

the base) will correct some of the most critical bridge problems;

more than $40M is needed to correct all needs.

Inclusion of Category "B" Projects :

In addition to expanding the scope of any of the base elements, it

would also be possible under Alternative III to fund certain new align-

ments. Until feasibility studies have been completed on these projects,

it is not possible to recommend which particular ones.

Obligation Schedule (to $405M in $000, 000 's)

FY '79 130 131 13^ 183_ ;84 ^85

16.0 45.5 58.0 91.0 100.5 69.0 25,0

HPB:ml





Program Level - $560.000,000 (50% transit/50% roads)

With a program level of $560M, it is not possible to commit to a

SW rapid transit line in the same program which meets the first assumption
that all projects in the base will be funded. Bearing this in mind, the
following alternatives and their associated costs comprise a public
transit program totaling approximately $560,000,000.

Alternative IV - Replace Loop "L"; Build SW Busway (plus Base)
Alternative V - Build SW Busway; Renovate Loop "L" (plus Base)





Alternative IV - Replace Loop "L"; Build SW Busway (50/50)

In this alternative the base plus a new Loop "L" and a SW busway
(funded with regular Interstate funds, not transfer funds) add up to
$555 million. This leaves approximately $5M that can be allocated to
expand the scopes of base projects.

Base projects that have expandable scopes are:

Li ghti ng/Securi ty : The base provides for security elements at
all City of Chicago rapid transit stations ($43M). The security
elements consist of: TV surveillance, two-way audio, alarm bars,
emergency phones and integration of fire, intrusion and emergency
alarms. It is estimated that for another $10M modern lighting
as well could be installed at all rapid transit stations that do
not currently have it or are funded to have it installed. An
additional $9M-$13M would fund the work required to satisfy the
legislation recently enacted to provide protection for station
(ticket) agents.

Subway Beautification and Noise Abatement, Pedestrian Passage-
ways (CBDT: Each of these projects is funded in the base at
$20M. The initial proposal of the Public Transportation
subcommittee was for a scope to be developed for each to match
the $20M funding level. It is possible to raise the threshold
on either or both of these to a higher amount.

Railroad (Commuter) Structures : $20M (the amount allocated in

the base) will correct some of the most critical bridge problems;
more than $40M is needed to correct all needs.

Obligation Schedule (to $555 in $000,000' s)

FY '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87

16.0 45.5 57.0 74.0 99.5 91.5 70.0 67.5 34.0

HPB:ml





Alternative V - Build SW Busway; Renovate Loop "L" (50/50)

In this alternative, the existing "L" would be totally renovated
($150M total; net increase of $70M over rehabilitation) and an "Inter-
state" (regular funding, not transfer funds) SW busway would be built
in addition to the base. This adds up to $405M. $155M is left for both
expanding the scopes of expandable base projects and doing significant
work on the "B" projects.

Base projects that have expandable scopes are:

Lighting/Security : The base provides for security elements
at all City of Chicago rapid transit stations ($43M). The
security elements cosnist of: TV surveillance, two-way audio,
alarm bars, emergency phones and integration of fire, intrusion,
and emergency alarms. It is estimated that for another $10M
modern lighting as well could be installed at all rapid transit
stations that do not currently have it or are funded to have it
installed. An additional $9M-$13M would fund the work required
to satisfy the legislation recently enacted to provide protec-
tion for station (ticket) agents.

Subway Beautification and Noise Abatement, Pedestrian Passage-
ways (CBpyi Each of these projects is funded in the base at

$20M . The Initial proposal of the Public Transportation
subcomnittee was for a scope to be developed for each to match
the $20M funding level. It is possible to raise the threshold
on either or both of them to a higher amount.

Railroad (Commuter) Structures : $20M (the amount allocated in

the base) will correct some of the most critical bridge problems;

more than $40M is needed to correct all needs.

Inclusion of a Category "B" Project(s) :

In addition to expanding the scope of any of the base elements, it

would also be possible under Alternative V to fund certain new alignments,

Until feasibility studies have been completed on these projects, it is

not possible to recommend which particular one(s).

Obligation Schedule (to $405M in $000,000's)

FY '79 ^80 ^ j;82 ^83 '84 '85

16.0 45.5 58.0 91.0 100.5 69.0 25.0

HPB:ml





In the November 13, 1979 Subcommittee report, a copy of a letter
sent to UMTA (Urban Mass Transportation Administration) was attached.
It included questions concerning Interstate Transfer Fund project
obligation deadlines. A response from UMTA has been received, and it,

plus the original letter to UMTA, are attached.





Chicago Transit Authority
Merchandise Mart Plaza P Box 3555, Chicago, Illinois, 60654 (31 2) 664-7200

Eugene M. Barnes
Chairman

October 29, 1979

Mr. DJ Mitchell
Chief, Transit Assistance

Division
UMTA
Suite 1740
300 S. Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Dear Mr. Mitchell:

Enclosed are the questions of the Interstate Transfer, Public
Transportation Subcommittee referred to at the Subcomm.ittee meeting on
October 24. We would appreciate receiving your written responses as

soon as possible.

Are public transportation projects submitted as Interstate
substitutes subject to any deadlines regarding the submission
of environmental impact statements?

At what point do Interstate Transfer funds available for
substitute projects stop escalating?
At the point of project approval? At the initiation of
construction? When funds are totally obligated?

(For example) Given a project estimated to cost
$100M and take four years to complete. If $10M is

awarded (obligated) in the first year for engineering,
does the remaining $90M continue to escalate? If $25M
is awarded (obligated) for first phase construction in
the second year does the remaining balance continue
to escalate?

What requirements must be met for transit substitute projects
by the Septem.ber 30, 1986 deadline?
Do funds continue to escalate after September 30, 1986, if

other requirements for approval and funding have been met?

What has to be under contract to qualify a total project for

full funding by September 30, 1986?
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(For example) If a rail extension was designated for
funding could funds for the entire project be considered
committed with contracting for rolling stock only?

trative
the Chairman

RK: jc





DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION

300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE—SUITE 1740

CHICAGO, a 60606

Region V

Mr. Robert Kren
Special Administrative

Assistant to the Chairman
Chicago Transit Authority
Merchandise Mart Plaza
P.O. Box 3555
Chicago, Illinois 60654

Dear Mr. Kren:

N'HV 1 4 ms

NOV 1 A 1979

This is in response to your letter of October 29, 1979 concerning
various questions raised by the Interstate Transfer, Public Trans-
portation Subcommittee. We have repeated your questions for easy
reference. Also are written answers to several questions raised by

the Illinois Department of Transportation in a meeting I attended
on November 5, 1979.

Question: Are public transportation projects submitted as Interstate
substitutes subject to any deadlines regarding the sub-
mission of environmental impact statements?

Answer: Public transportation projects using Interstate funds are

not subject to any 1983 deadline regarding the submission
of environmental impact statements. This is not to say
that no projects will be subjected to a full environ-
mental analysis. Some may. There is simply no 1983

deadline.

Question: At what point do Interstate Transfer funds available for

substitute projects stop escalating? At point of project

approval? At the initiation of construction? When funds
. are totally obligated?

Answer: Interstate Transfer funds stop escalating at the time a

grant is approved by UMTA and an offer of contractual

assistance is sent to the grantee; not at the initiation

of construction, nor when funds are totally obligated under

a procurement contract. Funds not included in an approved

grant will continue to escalate.

Question: What requirements must be met for transit substitute
projects by the September 30, 1986 deadline? Do funds

continue to escalate after September 30, 1986, if other

requirements for approval and funding have been met?





Answer: Construction must be underway, a contract to begin construction
must be signed, or in the case of equipment, a grant contract
must be signed by UMTA prior to September 30, 1986 if you
are to be assured that the appropriation of Interstate funds
needed to carry out your projects will not be withdrawn.
Projects that meet this requirement (i.e., projects that
have been started prior to September 30, 1986) but have
funding needs beyond 1986, will be eligible to receive
Interstate funds to complete work already started. Under
this situation, funds needed to complete projects will
continue to escalate past 1986.

Question: What has to be under contract to qualify a total project for
full funding by September 30, 1986?

Answer: Once construction is started on a usuable segment of a pro-
ject or once a grant contract to aid in financing the
purchase of equipment is signed, the cost of the entire project
will remain eligible for Interstate funding and annual
appropriations after 1986 should be made to support work
started. As you may know, UMTA's position on this matter is

somewhat different that FHWA's. At present, the Office of
the Secretary is reviewing the question. If there is a change,
I will let you know.

I DOT

Question:

Answer:

Do Section 3 requirements apply to Interstate Transfer
projects?

Yes, all Section 3 grant requirements apply to the use of
Interstate funds. Thus, funding based on passenger and
freight ratios must be applied.

I DOT
Question:

Answer:

If FHWA administers a project, on what road systems must
the improvement be located?

The improvement must be on or serving a Federal aid - primary,
secondary, or urban systems road. An Interstate road is

a primary road.

I DOT
Question:

Answer:

Are grade crossing improvements transit projects?

Yes, if done in conjunction with other transit improvements,

I DOT
Question;

Answer:

What projects are subject to UMTA's alternatives analysis
process?

To the best of my knowledge, all rail extensions or new-
starts must be subject to UMTA's Alternatives Analysis
procedures. If you can find exceptions to this, please let
me know. I could find none.





We hope to have proposed rules regarding the Interstate Transfer

Droqram published shortly. If you have any further questions, pi
program pu

call me.

ease

Mitchell II, Chief

^ansit Assistance Division








